
TELT SURVEY - PCANZ (INTERNS, TRAINEES)

PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS

# % Current 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2010 Before
NOMS 30 73% 8 1 2 3 2 4 4 3 1 1
LOMS 8 20% 1 1 1 1 1 3
No Info 3 7%
Total 41 9 1 2 3 3 5 5 3 1 1 4
% 22% 2% 5% 7% 7% 12% 12% 7% 2% 2% 10%

NOMS

1. The collegiality with other interns (future ministers) fostered by the block course system.  2. Most of the courses/papers have been well taught and I have 
found them valuable.  3. Seeing how KCML clearly see the time we spend away from our families as precious, and want it to be used well.

I have only just begun so my experience is very limited at this stage however after initially seeming quite unbudging and somewhat unsympathetic to the 
challenges of my/our (my husband and I are going through together) situation, they did at last seem prepared to flex slightly so as to lessen the pressure on us in 
our efforts to complete our studies in a timely fashion. The offer of a trading paper where a course was not available elsewhere was very helpful. I also 
appreciated how engaged and responsive they have been to communication.

I'm currently still in the process of gaining the required Academics for NOM internship.  I am just beginning my BTheol with Laidlaw Bible College and on 
completion of this I will begin my NOM Internship.  If I were to still speak about 3 things that have gone well it will be:  1. Financial support for course fees  2. 
Support from Knox liaising with Laidlaw College deciding the best path to steer towards ensuring good study preparations prior Internship is met.  3. Emails, 
contact of Principal's whereabouts, information that is required for Knox, communication is open from knox which is really awesome.

Year of Completion

What three things have gone well or have been of great value to you in your NOM internship with the Knox 
Centre for Leadership?

Keeps me informs as required  Advise on course content.  Payment of fees  

1) Spaces for conversation with other interns; a sense of going on the journey and wrestling with life, ministry and theology together.  2) Input from lecturers and 
being challenged in the way I think about ministry.  3) Creating space to reflect on ministry--what is good and what needs to be worked at.

1) Preaching Classes and tuition has been excellent! Great to have someone pushing me in this area, and to able to preach to one another and give feedback 
during block courses has been of great value.    2) The block course structure (3 times per year over 2 years) has been very good in terms of creating space for a 
more intensive learning environment and giving space for meaningful collegial relationships to develop. This collegiality is very precious given the often self-
reliant roles we operate in. The remaining internship structure with 'on the job' experience and learning is very good.    3) Super vision fortnightly has been of 
great value to me as an intern. Great place to discuss challenges in ministry and life in a safe environment (not connected to internship setting).

1. The overall preparation, advice and thoughtful support given by the Convenor and assistant  2. The variety of people and resources involved in the application 
process  3. The commitment to standards, history and the group discernment process

Block courses, content of learning, opportunity to connect with other interns, positive experience at the internship parish, extra financial support given by KCML
Connections with the wider church as we had block courses around the country    Good teaching about practically leading a church    Really good prep and 
personal develop.ent for ministry

1. Being at Knox College  2. Meeting a stream of Church peers  3. Knowing Dunedin 

1) Focus on mission and looking ahead rather than just behind.  2) Supportive staff with helpful feedback  3) Being located in the life of a parish and learning 
through doing. 

1. The actual internship in a church.   2. Collegiality with fellow interns.  3. Relationship with Mentoring Minister and Supervisor

1. the apprenticeship model with    2. integrated coursework  3. opportunities for reflection and discussion with classmates and lecturers       

For me, I really enjoyed the block courses. It was super difficult for my family, but it was really helpful being in the same room as the lecturers and interns, and 
just having time to dedicate to being present for that.     I enjoyed being able to go out on field exercises and seeing people out in the "wild" doing ministry.     
The placement although super difficult, was so helpful in developing me as a minister. However I wonder if I would have done better to have been exposed to a 
few settings rather than a very traditional church.
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1. The action/reflection model of the NOM training through the mixture of internship and block courses were a highly valuable learning and formational 
experience. I found I entered NOM after this with not only some 'on the ground' experience behind me but also with a habit of action & reflection formed which I 
continue to put into practice today.   2. I found the staff of KCML highly knowledgable and committed to not only my training and formation but also ones who 
carried a deep commitment to the future of the PCANZ. They were also easy to relate to and on the whole worked well in an adult learning environment.   3. The 
block courses were very beneficial for two reasons. The first being the friendships and collegiality formed with my fellow trainees. The second was the depth of 
teaching in the areas of theology, ministry, mission, and leadership. I appreciate being stretched and in an environment of learning as I was! 

1. the academic rigour of the teaching staff was essential. 2. the small ratio of staff-interns was also helpful. 3. the Dunedin location was enormously positive, 
being connected to the history of the church and it's training at the Hall.

The relationships that I built with KCML staff and the interns I trained with has provided an incredible level of support in this crazy rollercoaster vocation we do. 
The ongoing input from staff who I had built good relationships has been invaluable in my context.    The focus that we are a missional church has been a great 
encouragement when sometimes an elderly congregation simply wants to keep doing things they way they have always done. The training I received plus 
ongoing professional development with stuff has been invaluable in keeping that at the forefront.  It is an ongoing source of encouragement in these strange 
days of being the church.      It is because of that encouragement That I have been able to think outside the square and try some new things that have gone really 
well and have been very life giving for me in my ministry.

Building relationships with other interns, ministers, PCANZ and KCML staff. This networking has been helpful for me in my ministry. Some of these relationships 
will last the length of my ministry and beyond.     Sharing resources, experiences and creative ideas with others in Presbyterian ministry.     When I was an intern I 
appreciated the support and encouragement from the KCML staff and the ability to 'step back' from the demands of my context and reflect from there. 

What three things have not gone well, have become barriers or could have been done better in your NOM 
internship with the Knox Centre for Leadership?

not applicable

1. The worship course prepared me well for leading worship in a wide variety of contexts.  2. Material on congregational culture and systems theory was useful.  
3. The theological grounding of all of ministry was heavily emphasised - and as my time in ministry has unfolded the wisdom of this has become increasingly 
apparent.

1. The block courses in Dunedin. This provided an excellent environment for learning and theological reflection.  2. Colleagues. The model of spending time in 
block courses meant that you built strong relationships with others in KCML training, relationships and support that a still experience and appreciate today.  3. 
And it has to be said that I appreciated the financial support provided as an intern. This gave a me a sense the leadership and ministry training in the PCANZ was 
meaningful. We are the envy of other churches who have use an internship model. 

Being connected with and developing relationships with other people who have committed to a life of ordained service in the Presbyterian Church  

The module on Worship  The module on Leadership  The visit to Ohope Marae

 i did my training through BCNZ where I received a BMin  majoring in Christian education. Knox asked me to present a couple of assignments and I did a unit on 
preaching at Christchurch  conducted by the Baptist college. I have also done  preaching course in auckland conducted by Knox.

group participation and mutual learning together  mix of theology and practice (praxis) and reflection on that practice   quality of new learning 

In my NOM internship, 1. the discerning process in both local and national assessment for my call to the ministry 2. The proportion of study including the block 
courses and practicum at a parish were a good balance. 3. Pastoral care for interns individually.

relationships made with other interns  opportunity to explore, try new things and be supported in a parish setting  synergetic relationship with mentor minister

- Gaining a wider picture of the Presbyterian church  - The richness of how a worship service is conducted in a Sunday morning context.  - Reformed History

1. Placement  2. Block Course at different regions  3. The teaching and mentoring ministers  

Funeral leading training, theological reflection, spiritual retreats.

1. High quality theological teaching, particularly through the block courses.  2. The worship and pastoral care courses.  3. The internship placement and my 
mentoring minister. 

1.Genuine pastoral care and attention to the whole person - emphasis on discipleship and spiritual formation/habits of faith (course not just about information 
delivery)   2.Block courses enabled a degree of bonding /friendship with other interns.   3. Practical/hands on :opportunity to learn first hand from experienced 
practictioners - fwc, supervisor, mentoring minister etc - and experiment with supported reflection. 
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The transfer back from kcml to presbytery    Not a lot of exposure to or understanding of presbytery, making it very difficult to make my way in the initial stages 
post training 

1) Not enough practical focus on the more routine sides of ministry e.g weddings, baptisms, if such opportunities do not surface in your interning church then not 
very well prepared.   2) Lack of robust theology in theological classes. More anthropological and a little too much deification of culture.  3) Communication and 
organisation sometimes lacking. 

I think most of the problems stem from the fact that the PCANZ is a broad church and thus lacks any sort of identity. Are we a liberal church? Depends. Are we a 
conservative church? Depends. Should our focus be on social justice or should our focus be on evangelism and the Gospel? It depends. Did Jesus resurrect from 
the dead bodily? Or is Jesus' teachings and movement alive in our hearts, even though Jesus is dead? It depends. Naturally, KCML has to cater to the whole 
church, so if I'm more liberal KCML is hopelessly conservative, and if I'm a conservative, KCML is hopelessly liberal, and if I'm something in between KCML is just 
wishy washy and doesn't know what it wants to be. But that goes for the PCANZ as whole. Not sure how this problem is solved. It's easy to point out flaws, but 
incredibly hard to present adequate solutions. 

1. some classes were less than satisfactory for a variety of reasons

Often it felt like the concepts of mission were in the sky ideas that weren't being practiced. Books read of others doing it, but not much grounding in own 
experiences.    I found the constant changing of curriculum difficult. I know that the idea was that we had the choice to stick with whatever we had at the 
beginning, but still the uncertainty was difficult.    I am unable to provide a third.

- Church management - i.e. staffing, funding, management.  - How to turn around a declining congregation.  - 

1. Another cultures learning styles   2. Loud classrooms  3. Alone

1) Ten days away from family for block courses is difficult. This is especially so for my spouse who stays at home looking after our young family.  2) More 
personalisation of learning would be better. Taking into account the interns previous ministry experience, gifts, weaknesses and areas that need improvement, 
and tailoring, to a certain degree, learning outcomes to the person--especially given that some people enter the internship with 15 years ministry experience and 
others very little.  3) 

1) The 'Ministry Reflection Group' (MRG) is a group meant to consist of a cross section of the people from a congregational setting there to provide support and 
local knowledge to the intern in a church setting. This is not meant to be the responsibility of the intern to set up and manage, however in my experience my 
mentoring minister did not see this group as a priority (or was not clear it was their responsibility to set up) and so it fell to me. This group did not function well as 
a supportive group for me as an intern (more of a drain and barrier).    2) my KCML coordinator has not made regular enough contact with me (beyond block 
courses or online tutorials) or with my mentoring minister. This has generated an unhelpful sense of disconnection in particular for the mentoring minister and 
KCML. I think a regular phone call to BOTH myself and to the mentoring minister (perhaps once per school term) would help alleviate this disconnect.    3) As a 
NOM I feel it would be great to have some connection with the LOMs in training, even for a short time in person, or via skype/zoom group tutorial, for some 
shared work, and collegial development.

1. Some interns are placed in unsuitable parishes. Being sole charge, and having had to move your family to an unfamiliar part of the country (and in the process 
have been cut off from your normal support networks) is hard enough.  When your internship is in a parish that has severe problems, this is a massive stress that 
impacts your family, your learning.  I feel this is more an issue for the wider PCANZ than just KCML, and how the internship is funded - it appears that KCML's 
choices are limited by individual parishes' ability or desire to support an intern.  Being put in difficult situations has   2. While I feel that all assigned course work 
has relevance to the vocation of ministry, some of it is overly academic, and the workload is uneven.  The second half of the second year is particularly busy - I 
saw interns in the year before mine in tears over it.  3. KCML are willing to extend assignment deadlines when students are under stress.  The practice of allowing 
extensions beyond graduation, a time when students may well be needing to move house and begin ministry in a new parish, seems quite harsh to me.  There is 
a policy allowing for aegrotat passes but I have not heard of it being used.

Prior to NAW, I was under the understanding that I could enter in on a NOM Intership with a Diploma and work towards my Bachelors in Theology during my 
Internship.  I understand now that the requirement is A Bachelor in Theology is required to qualify for a NOM Internship.  1. It seems a lengthy process  2. There 
should be an allowance to complete Bachelor or last part of Bachelors while completing Internship probation period.  3. I dont have a third

1. A general lack of encouragement throughout the process. Besides our convenor few took the time to acknowledge our challenges and affirm us in and through 
the process ie overly serious and distant in posture and needing to be ore personable I believe  2. No one asked me (directly) any fundamental questions as to my 
spiritual or marital health, what people see of God in me etc, the character and formational or holiness aspects of the role. There seemed to be an overemphasis 
on my academic qualifications and how I present myself   3. Despite talk of NOM being a mutual discernment process, at no point was there anywhere for me to 
ask questions that I had  ie of the PCANZ, its commitment to biculturalism, mission approach, the Book of Order etc - I went to assessment with a number of 
questions, seeking to see if PCANZ was a good fit for me too, but beyond meeting many wonderful people my questions largely went unasked and 
unanswered...at one point I took the initiative around a meal table and felt the responses of those there were quite inadequate, even defensive in some cases. In 
this sense the discernment felt rather one-directional...sorry

I don’t think there have been three, only as referred to in the first question, a seeming lack of sympathy and readiness to display flexibility in the process of 
working out the way forward with our study requirements.

The long drawn out process of applying, the battle to gain degree approval when already completed under grad Theology degree and 5 years full time pastoral 
ministry experience., had to complete additional 5 papers, need to move to different location where other interns stayed in location - stressful and disruptive to 
family 
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where i did my practice, while it was good for me and my development, it was not a good fit for my children  i honestly cannot think of any other not so good 
experiences. It was 2 years of remarkable growth and development for me which has equipped me well for ordained ministry within a very challenging context

What hasn't gone so well is the managing meetings and managing staff.  I think there could have been some more energy put into this as it ends up being 
important work. How to run a meeting in the face of conflict is tough, It would have been good to role play some of this stuff in class as well as get a deeper 
understanding of human resource stuff. All this you need to pick up as you go.    Given that the way of doing church is changing, I think there was probably too 
much focus  on putting together a standard Sunday morning service rather than allowing us to experiment more.  When anyone veered away from the standard 
they were taken into the worship lecturer's office and asked why they hadn't done the standard thing - giving a clear signal things had to be a certain way. 

There may be a disconnect between the KCML ethos of ministry training and the expectations of the parish and presbytery context. Navigating this has been 
difficult at times.     I had a split internship and served in two contexts. This was always planned. In my first context the mentoring ministry took extended stress 
Leave at the beginning of my internship. Though this was not a pleasant experience I learned a lot and i doubt if things could have been 'done better'. It is 
unlikely that KCML could have managed this differently.     Some of the assignments didn't feel like they could be 'applied' in a ministry context or were 
necessarily preparation for ministry, but were rather a double up on some of the things covered in undergrad study. I believe the assignments have since 
changed though. 

I think the overall concept of action/reflection is a sound educational model.  I think the KCML internship course needs to be more practically rather than 
academically focused.  The great historical detail about Presbyterian Church history I was taught has not been helpful to me at all - however practical instruction 
around running an effective Session meeting, being a Ministry Settlement Board Convener, and being an interim moderator would have been very helpful.

1. Cross cultural training. PCANZ professes to be in a  bi-cultural partnership, and yet training in basic te Reo and Maori culture is almost entirely lacking. The few 
days spent at Te Maungarongo felt token, and do not disguise the lack of bi-cultural commitment in our training.  2. The placement of interns means that there is 
such a diverse experience. Some classmates had wonderful placements, others terrible. My internship prepared me for one, narrow model of ministry.  3. The 
lack of adequate training on how the church functions (eg. chairing Session meetings, the church in Presbytery mode and Assembly mode) left me woefully 
underprepared for engagement in the life of the church beyond the parish  4. PResbytery were completely disengaged from my training. I did not receive contact 
from the Student convenor of my PResbytery until May of my second year. 

1. There was reluctance to discuss some of the key issues facing the church e.g. the sexuality debates.   2. The wide variance of applicability of the assignments; 
some were clearly grounded in ministry and mission, others not so much.

I was the first LOM so there was no training at that time. I have done pastoral care courses through St Johns in Auckland and MIT in Counselling.

I felt that some of the content and ideals being taught didn't match the realities I was facing in front line parish ministry.

If you could change one thing, what would that be, and why?

not applicable

1. Cultural imbalances in the study material - It lacked Maori, Pacific Islands and Asian perspectives in theology to be prepared for the multicultural postmodern 
church. 2. It didn't support or inform much about the single woman ministry. 3. Lecturers were almost always European middle aged men thereby it lacked 
women's and minority's voices in training,.  

1. The KCML Tutor  2. Some of the teaching, particularly aspects of the leadership course.  3. A lack in training around matters of 
management/administration/governance.

1. My experience of the tutor group was one where I felt things could have been done better. These were set up regionally with a member of the KCML teaching 
staff as our tutor. The expectation was that we would get together a few times per year outside of block courses and also that the tutor would visit us in our 
internship contexts, check in with our mentoring ministers, and meet one on one with us. This barely happened for me and compared to what seemed like a 
good experience for others in different parts of the country with their tutors. 

 2. Over-emphasis on National Ordained ministry. 3. Hugely significant was the lack of adequate attention to and training for Chaplaincy and other non-parish 
forms of church leadership

1. No pacific island staff at  KCML  

Communication of expectations, church management training, pastoral care when people leave

I did not feel our training gave us sustaining spiritual practices for ministry, nor did it provide a safe space where we could engage with our personal or collective 
spiritual formation in a meaningful way.    The emphasis was more on traditional models of parish ministry rather than responding positively and creatively to our 
post modern context.    Discussions and assignments did not facilitate a growth in self awareness or deepen our capacity to listen without judgement  

1. As first NMS intern I had the chance to contribute ideas towards how the NMS program could be integrated with the existing internship programme as I got the 
impression this aspect was being developed as we went.   2. I felt pretty isolated in the nms program, esp in the first year. Eg. There was no presbytery 
input/involvement in my first year. I also had to navigate competing ideas about what the aims of the nms actually were /are and so I suspect this could have 
been discussed more fully between kcml/presbytery before putting an intern in place.  
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not sure because during my time as an intern everything's is well place.

I had completed a degree in Theology as required, prior to entry into the NOM training, only to find myself back in academic study repeating something I has 
already done. If I could do my time over, I would want more training on the practicalities of ministry and both applying those leanings, in the placement setting, 
and being lead guided reflection on challenges within the parish placement. I honour the tradition of education within the PCANZ but found myself struggling 
with a number of functional issues when commencing my parish minstry. 

How we learn. The art of hands on learning has been lost on us. Boring classroom lectures are not conducive 

Need more effective administration and theological rather than just missiological direction (need to balance both). 

Related to question 2, I think KCML needs to have a very clear identity. What is it for? What kind of ministers does it what to create and what sort of message 
does it want those ministers to proclaim? But unfortunately, KCML can't begin to really answer these questions until the PCANZ does, and that's probably not 
going to happen. In a day and age where one's identity is everything, KCML and PCANZ has none - at least none that they have created for themselves purposely. 

1. I think NOM interns need a better understanding of the basics of Reformed theology - they do not necessarily arrive at KCML with this and will not necessarily 
leave with a positive view of this   
I'm not sure I would change anything. 

I wanted to know how to not only do a worship service - but how to get people there in the first place.  What are some things that you could put in place to turn 
around a congregation that is stagnant in their growth??  

I think mostly the three pronged attack of block course, hands on experience and practical based assessment works. Maybe more criss cultural and bicultural 
training.

I genuinely respect the academic requirements, nevertheless I wonder if there can’t be greater discretion exercised when it’s warranted. And again, as above, just 
a bit more empathy and creativity, and support in the discussions about how we might make a challenging scenario work

The application process - more flexibility around meeting NOM candidate criteria

This is probably more a church-wide culture than just KCML. However, I would like to see the trope changed that to be a real Presbyterian minister you need to 
be able to hack it in a small, struggling, isolated parish. While I personally have had a good internship experience, I've seen a couple of my fellow interns struggle 
and be deeply wounded in churches that it appears no ordained minister would choose to go to. I think interns need to be better protected from such pressures 
and that they should be exposed to healthy, flourishing Presbyterian churches (note: healthy and flourishing doesn't necessarily mean bigger).

Finding a way to place interns in healthier parishes.

I feel the Academic requirement to meet the Internship criteria is pretty high.  Gaining a Diploma should be considered to meeting the criteria and while working 
towards the completion of a Bachelors Degree, the Internship should be alongside the degree so the student is immersed in both theory and hands-on so what 
the Spirit comes to learn the feeling adds to the transformation of the Intern.

To be more personal and human with communications, recognising and empathising more with the particulars of each applicant, which may include more 
listening and answering of questions or greater flexibility because its needed or appropriate in some instances. 

It's hard to choose just one, but I think that if spiritual formation, personal and interpersonal growth were understood as the bedrock of a community of learning, 
then many of the other imbalances would naturally shift.  It is hard to grow in a threatening environment, where vulnerability, humility and learning are not often 
modelled; where there are teachers who teach and learners who are supposed to receive knowledge.   In suggesting spiritual formation as a key element to 
change this, I believe it would lead to clarity in discernment; deepening self awareness of strengths, flaws and blind spots; awareness and honouring of the Other; 
appreciation of diversity; willingness to listen to difference; enthusiasm to empower others and humility to know one's own limitations. 

I'd like to change the job placement after graduating from KCML. The church has to make it sure that every new intern regardless of gender, ethnicity and etc will 
be placed at a proper ministries. The current form isn't very helpful for an intern especially who doesn't belong to the traditional norm of parish minister - e.g. 
young European male. 

The amount of time and money staff have used on travel to conferences and the publication of their own material. This is an important aspect of their job but in 
my mind the primary focus needs to be the training of interns. In my opinion there has at times been an imbalance in time/funding priorities.

Rather than reduce the work of KCML, I would strengthen and broaden it to integrate retreat-style learning, community events and enable a wider cohort of 
leaders in the church to attend, learn and be refreshed by a range of innovative and engaging experiences - not just online. It could offer residential and teaching 
blocks and seminars for a variety of topics and areas of retraining for missional leadership today. 

compulsory to do a treaty of waitangi workshop. This is my personal hobby horse. i think anyone working with people in NZ needs to do some learning around 
the implications of the treaty when working with people and what this means for bi-cultural ministry

It would have been to have more input on how to run a good meeting. We didn't cover this at all.

Repair the relationship between KCML and the wider church. It seems to me that many in the wider church carry baggage from their experience with the 
Theolgical Hall and there is a distrust about KCMLs practices and motives. KCML has many good and challenging things to say about ministry in the ever changing 
context of Aotearoa. It is an academic, formatational and relational organisation, and sometimes I think it's  voice is not heard, not for lack of speaking but for 
lack of reception. 
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There are multiple and many things I would change. This question is very limiting in its scope.  I feel there needs to be a greater clarity around what training is 
trying to achieve. It was never clear if it was academic, spiritual, or practical. This seems to reflect a model of training that has not been adequately reviewed 
throughout its life.   At the point that I was an intern the KCML model had been running for a number of years, and needed to be reviewed by the wider church. 
Unfortunately this did not happen, and we were confronted with an incompetent review from the Council of Assembly.   Regular and ongoing review can help 
ensure that the training is meeting the stated needs of the church

More a question: when in training , where does the duty of pastoral care lie?

I was appointed to a cooperative venture which was non cooperative as the churches were not prepared to invest in it. it saddens me that east Auckland has 
developed without worship or community centres. 

Have more practitioners and church theologians teaching. 

Rather than having several full time academic staff I would recommend having a small coordinating team that worked with acknowledged expert practitioners 
across a whole range of different ministry skills currently in ministry who could take a series of short term workshops and provide ongoing mentoring via Zoom.  
This would ensure that the instruction is rooted in practice and the practical realities of parish ministry.

I appreciated the opportunity to connect with other LOM’s. I thought that the one week programme offered by KCML in Dunedin helped us feel affirmed and 
valued as ministers of the PCANZ. The input was varied and helpful. It was a very positive experience both times I was able to attend.  

1. recognition of LOMs as an integral part of PCANZ ministry rather than outliers  2. opportunity to meet with other LOMs who tend to be of a similar age and 
ministry situations  3. Exposure to KCML staff expertise and ministry experiences

1.Enthusiasm of my Presbytery contact  2.Support of my then current minister and then my predecessor  3.Support from KCML subsequent to my ordination.  

I found the LOM gathering/refreshment/training days that I attended at Knox with several other LOMS uplifting and helpful, and have used methods since 
returning.  I have on occasion contacted LOM for resources re: Baptism, Marriage Prep etc and received info early on in Ministry which I am still using finding it 
very helpful.  My training was through Laidlaw but I spent a day at Knox making sure I was ready for Ordination. I received answers to deep personal struggles 
that I had in regard to being a woman in Ministry (I was raised in the old school where I was loved and cherished as part of the family but woman knew their 
place etc)

1. Great teaching - very informative.   2. Appreciated changes made to timetable - made for a more relaxed atmosphere and enjoyable learning.  3. Having 
opportunity for social interaction - longer breaks & dining out.    

LOMS

What three things have gone well or have been of great value to you in your LOM training with the Knox 
Centre for Leadership?

The First phase of study in February was brilliant! It was the only time we have got together, and that was so good! It would be good to build on this, as we have 
lost touch with others who are training at the same time as ourselves.

Could we have a little more opportunity to build our ministry network please. Being encouraged to work as a team, and network with our peers is important for 
professional sustainability. At the end of the day, it doesnt matter what strand of Ministry we entered into, when we exit we will all be doing the same job.

I think early on I felt a little isolated from other LOM’s and KCML. Meeting both KCML staff and fellow Lom’s Proved a great help.  

There are no negative experiences here. Given that I experienced two 3 day gatherings that is not surprising. If I had been a NOM with more intensive two week 
courses and my graduation dependent on my completion of the courses to KCML's staff satisfaction I may have had some points of tension/frustration.

I was the first LOM and did not train at Knox I was ordained under the recognition of being suitable and able to Minister to a Cook Island Congregation in my own 
area in Southland

Gathered us all together.  To be able to meet with colleagues and compare our ministry roles and life experiences.

What three things have not gone well, have become barriers or could have been done better in your LOM 
training with the Knox Centre for Leadership?

1.Genuine pastoral care and attention to the whole person - emphasis on discipleship and spiritual formation/habits of faith (course not just about information 
delivery)   2.Block courses enabled a degree of bonding /friendship with other interns.   3. Practical/hands on :opportunity to learn first hand from experienced 
practictioners - fwc, supervisor, mentoring minister etc - and experiment with supported reflection. 

The staff all being white middle aged guys!  
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1. Confusion within my Presbytery about how to deal with my LOM candidature  2. Limited direction/involvement from KCML  3 - Better opportunities for skills 
development

Nothing comes to mind

1. Would like teaching on the Apostle & Prophet - where do these fit in today's church.  2. Based on Eph 4 - there was a strong emphasis on teacher-pastor so I 
would like all ministry gifts covered,     because all ministry gifts are needed in leadership.  3. Practical help/information when dealing with divisive matters in 
leadership. 

I found it difficult as I was non stipend and was not eligible for the beneficiary fund or other financial support from PCANZ.  I was a guinea pig as such . 

I have been a LOM for over ten years now, I have attended two LOM training weeks, 2016 and 2018, but prior to that I had no training from KCL.
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I was at knox 18 years ago during a turbulent period at the college and expressed my opinion in a letter to the Gen Secretary at the time. I believe things have 
changed a lot since then.
During that period of the college's existence there was very little that was positive in shaping me apart from the experience of having to battle for orthodoxy  in 
midst of those whom were to supposed uphold the creeds we signed up  too .. THe principal was subsequently dismissed.
I have never subsequently referred to any of the lecture notes in any extensive way in the  subsequent 18 years of ministry . 
Why ?
1) Most, not all,  were not relevant  to my pastoring experience at  the time nor my learning desires. I learnt more from mentors and seasoned ministers as years 
went by.  
  2) It was not helpful in shaping an understanding of how to plant a church which i  subsequently did post knox . It was introspective / subjective and not great  
commission orientated. knox was training pastors / chaplains not church planters .
3) My most valuable training came from the outside not  inside the denomination .Post knox i joined staff  in a healthy missional Baptist church with gifted people  
and examples. MY real  learning/training  is found in being in a job and having access to good support and skilled supportive, accountable too people. People 
sharing the same belief and embracing the same creeds . 
(A church not on the same theological grid is always  going to  have its energy  focused on internal battles rather than on Jesus directions to us found in great  
commission and commandment etc. .)
 4) i was never trained in apologetics  / spiritual  warfare/ cross cultural ministries//knowing how to recognize the holy spirit and gifts he gives  at that  time . 

5) My concern is knox needs to find distinctives that it needs to equip people in that  are not being done through their  prior training or experience  . WE need a 
place recovered for the ordained to  be called " unlearned and ignorant fishermen "by  teh world but a peoplet whom know Jesus and whom God choose to bear 
witness and carry  the load of discipling and nurturing people in the faith and not to be burdened financially in our churches with the cost of employing only 
certain  gifted people  such  as pastor/ teacher at  the expense of others.
THank you  for doing this. I hope it will  be helpful in deliberating future directions and obtaining positive outcomes.

How my ministry was treated from the church. To be on an equal footing with other ordained mjnisters

Some of the lecture material provided at training weeks is very academic and not always applicable to LOM's.  Most of us are in positions of 'sole-charge', flying 
bu the seat of our pants, coping with the same issues and providing the same ministry as NOM's with very little practical training input.

Additional Comments sent by Email

I can’t think of anything presently as I believe KCML have been responsive to our need for collegial support and provided us relevant input. I think they were 
open to our ideas following the first refresher, and the second reflected the expressed needs of the LOM’s.

Currently these LOM courses are only available once the LOM is ordained. I was in my third year of parish ministry before I attended the course. Some of the 
insights would have been invaluable in my first year and decreased a sense of isolation

That has been done - a review of LOM guidelines and the institution of biennial LOM gatherings hosted by KCML

Nothing comes to mind 

I would involve apostolic speakers.  Why: because they have a commitment to be a Kingdom influence in the church & marketplace.  

If you could change one thing, what would that be, and why?

mentioned above.
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